
CELLULAR PHONE MOUNT

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PART#:751101799
MFG: CHEVROLET/GMC/CADILLAC

MODELS & YEARS:
CHEVROLET Silverado &Classic 99-07
       2500HD & 3500 HD Silverado 01-06
        Tahoe  2000-06, Suburban   01-06 ,

C/K P/U 00-06, Avalanche 02-06.

Silverado Hybrid 2007

GMC  Sierra P/U 99-07 Sierra Denali 02-06
1500HD  & 2500HD Sierra P/U 02-06,

Yukon   00-06,  Yukon XL  00-06
Yukon Denali   01-06, C3   2002

CADILLAC
Escalade 2002-06, EXT  2002-06, ESV 2003-06

MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of air vent  VJ R
next to radio, under Vent

  flange and dash tab.
 TOOLS REQUIRED:

9/32 nut driver
HARDWARE INCLUDED:

None
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There may be recent updates to this Instruction Sheet, please visit our website or contact PanaVise Products, Inc. for the latest revision as well as for the most
complete up-to-date PanaVise InDash Applications List:  7540 Colbert Dr., Reno, NV, Phone: 800.759.7535, 775.850.2900, Fax: 800.395.8002, www.panavise.com

© 2002 PanaVise Products, Inc.

* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash
Mounts are designed so that after
installation, phone is facing normal
driver position for left-hand drive
vehicles. This mount is not designed
to be used in foreign countries with
right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash.  Excess force,
can cause breakage of the
plastic components.

STEP #1 Remove bezel that surrounds the radio, climate control and extends to the left of
the steering wheel column by opening the ashtray.  With your hands grasp the
bottom portion of the bezel just above the ashtray and pull towards you to release
a spring clip.  Using the same technique continue working around the bezel to
release a total of eleven spring clips.  (NOTE: For automatic transmission apply
the emergency brake and turn ignition on, BUT DO NOT start the vehicle, shift to
low gear and tilt steering wheel all the way down.)

STEP #2 Push the bezel toward the left side to remove two screws  located on the right side
of the air vent with the 9/32" nut driver. The InDash Mount will be mounted *under
the right side of the air vent mounting hole and under the top hole that holds the
dashboard.  Lift both the right side of the air vent and the top-hole flange and slide
the InDash Mount under both holes.  Align the pin from the air vent and push the
air vent back in place.  Install the two screws and tighten. *NOTE: The mount can
fit over the Flange. please try both ways to get best fit.

STEP #3 Reinstall the bezel starting from the right side of the air vent and working all the
way around the bezel to secure in place.  Attach phone holder to Indash Mount.
If using a PortaGrip phone holder, adjust to size of phone prior to mounting.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.
 ENJOY YOUR NEW PANAVISE INDASH MOUNT.
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